Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
G • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| C /// I G /// I D /// I // Em / I |
| C /// I G /// I D /// I // I /// |

Verse 1
Em D G
There’s a space in every beating heart
D Am
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Em D G
There’s an answer to every question mark
D
There’s a name
Em D G
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
D Am
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Em D G
There’s an ember ready for the flame
D
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
C G D
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Em C G D
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Em C
Love has a name
G D
Love has a name Jesus
Em C
My victory has a name
G D
Victory has a name Jesus
Em C
Joy has a name
G D
Joy has a name Jesus
Em C
My hope has a name
G D Em
Hope has a name Jesus

Bridge
Am G D Em G/B
The name that rules the earth and shakes the heavens
Am G D
The name for every heart
Em G D
The Savior of the world Jesus
C G D
Jesus

Chorus 2
Em C
Love has a name
G D
Love has a name Jesus
Em C
Love has a name
G D
Joy has a name
G D
Joy has a name Jesus

Repeat Pre-Chorus

Chorus 3
Em C
Love has a name
G D
Love has a name Jesus
Em C
My victory has a name
G D
Victory has a name Jesus
Em C
Joy has a name
G D
Joy has a name Jesus
Em C
My hope has a name
G D Em
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| C /// I G /// I D /// I // Em / I |
| [2x] |

Repeat Pre-Chorus
[3x]

Chorus 4
Em C
Love has a name
G D
Love has a name Jesus
Em C
Joy has a name
G D
Joy has a name Jesus
Em C
Joy has a name
G D / / / / / / Em /
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
G# • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| C# / | G# / | D# / | Fm / | C# / | G# / | D# / | Fm / |

Verse 1
Fm D# G#
There’s a space in every beating heart
D# A#m
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Fm D# G#
There’s an answer to every question mark
D#
There’s a name
Fm D# G#
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
D# A#m
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Fm D# G#
There’s an ember ready for the flame
D#
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
C# G# D#
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Fm C# G# D#
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Fm C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus
Fm C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Fm D# G#
There’s joy that triumphs over fear
A#m
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Fm D# G#
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
D#
There’s a name

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2
Fm C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus
Fm C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS
[3x]

Chorus 3
C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus
Fm C# My victory has a name
G# D# Victory has a name Jesus
Fm C# Joy has a name
G# D# Joy has a name Jesus
Fm C# My hope has a name
G# D# Fm Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| C# / | G# / | D# / | Fm / | [2x] |

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS
[3x]

Chorus 4
C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus
Fm C# Love has a name
G# D# Love has a name Jesus
Fm C# Joy has a name
G# D# Fm Joy has a name Jesus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
Gb • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| B /// | Gb /// | Db /// | Ebm /// |
| B /// | Gb /// | Db /// | / /// |

Verse 1
Ebm   Db   Gb
There’s a space in every beating heart
Db   Abm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Ebm   Db   Gb
There’s an answer to every question mark
Db
There’s a name
Ebm   Db   Gb
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
Db   Abm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Ebm   Db   Gb
There’s an ember ready for the flame
Db
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
B   Gb Db
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Ebm   B   Gb
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Ebm   B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name

Verse 2
Ebm   B   Db   Gb
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
Abm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Ebm   Db   Gb
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Db
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
B   Gb Db
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Ebm   B   Gb
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 2
Ebm   B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name

Chorus 3
B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
My victory has a name
Gb   Db
Victory has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
Joy has a name
Gb   Db
Joy has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
My hope has a name
Gb   Db   Ebm
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| B /// | Gb /// | Db /// | / /// |

| 2x |

Pre-Chorus

Chorus 4
B
Love has a name
Gb   Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ebm   B
Joy has a name
Gb   Db   / /// Ebm
Joy has a name Jesus
| 2x |
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
A# • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| D# /// | A# /// | F /// | Gm / |
| D# /// | A# /// | F /// | Gm / |

Verse 1
Gm F A# There’s a space in every beating heart
F Cm There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Gm F A# There’s an answer to every question mark
F There’s a name
Gm F A# There’s a hope flowing through these veins
F Cm There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Gm F A# There’s an ember ready for the flame
F There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
D# A# F We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Gm D# A# F We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Gm D# Love has a name
A# F Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Love has a name
A# Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Love has a name
A# Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Gm F A# There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
Cm There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
F A# There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Gm F A# There’s a name

Repeat PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2
Gm D# Love has a name
A# F Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Love has a name
A# Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Love has a name
A# Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Love has a name
A# Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Cm A# F The name that rises above the noise
Cm A# F The name that shakes the earth and shakes the heavens
Cm A# F The heart for every heart
Cm A# F The Savior of the world Jesus
D# A# F Jesus

Repeat PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 3
D# Love has a name
A# F Love has a name Jesus
A# F My victory has a name
Gm D# Victory has a name
A# F Joy has a name
A# F Joy has a name Jesus
A# F Joy has a name Jesus
Gm D# My hope has a name
A# F Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| D# /// | A# /// | F /// | Gm / |
| 2x |

Repeat PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 4
D# Love has a name
A# F Love has a name Jesus
Gm D# Joy has a name
A# F / / / / / / Gm /
Joy has a name Jesus

[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
A • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
[D /// | A /// | E /// | // F#m /// |]
[D /// | A /// | E /// | // E /// |]

Verse 1
F#m E A
There's a space in every beating heart
E Bm
There's a longing that reaches past the stars
F#m E A
There's an answer to every question mark
E
There's a name
F#m E A
There's a hope flowing through these veins
E Bm
There's a voice that echoes through the pain
F#m E A
There's an ember ready for the flame
E
There's a name
Pre-Chorus
D A E
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
F#m D A E
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks each chain

Chorus 1
F#m D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
Love has a name
A
Love has a name Jesus
Verse 2
F#m E A
There's a joy that triumphs over fear
Bm
There's a laughter that wipes away all tears
E A
There's a presence that changes atmospheres
F#m E A
There's a name
Replay Pre-Chorus

Chorus 2
F#m D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
Love has a name
A
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Bm E A
The name that makes the earth and shakes the heavens
Bm A E F#m A/C#
The name of the world Jesus
Bm A E
The Savior of the world
A E
Jesus

Chorus 3
D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
My victory has a name
A E
Victory has a name Jesus
F#m D
Joy has a name
A E
Joy has a name Jesus
F#m D
My hope has a name
A E F#m
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
[D /// | A /// | E /// | // F#m /// |]
[2x]

Repeat Pre-Chorus
[3x]

Chorus 4
D
Love has a name
A E
Love has a name Jesus
F#m D
Joy has a name
A E
Joy has a name Jesus
F#m D
Joy has a name
A E
Joy has a name Jesus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
Ab • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| Db /// | Ab /// | Eb /// | Fm /// |
| Db /// | Ab /// | Eb /// | Fm /// |

Verse 1
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s a space in every beating heart
Eb
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s an answer to every question mark
Eb
There’s a name
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
Eb    Bbm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s an ember ready for the flame
Eb
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
Db    Ab    Eb
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Fm    Db    Ab
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Fm    Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s joy that triumphs over fear
Bbm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Fm    Eb    Ab
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Eb
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2
Fm    Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Love has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| Db /// | Ab /// | Eb /// | Fm /// |

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 3
Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
My victory has a name
Ab    Eb
Victory has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Joy has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Joy has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
My hope has a name
Ab    Eb    Fm
Hope has a name Jesus

Chorus 4
Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Joy has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Joy has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Joy has a name Jesus

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 4
Db
Love has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Love has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Joy has a name Jesus
Ab    Eb
Joy has a name Jesus
Fm    Db
Joy has a name Jesus
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
B • 84 bpm • 4/4

**Intro**

\[E /// I B /// I F# /// I /// G#m /// I
E /// I B /// I F# /// I /// I\]

**Verse 1**

\[G#m  F#  B\]
There's a space in every beating heart
\[F#  C#m\]
There's a longing that reaches past the stars
\[G#m  F#  B\]
There's an answer to every question mark
\[F#\]
There's a name
\[G#m  F#  B\]
There's a hope flowing through these veins
\[F#  C#m\]
There's a voice that echoes through the pain
\[G#m  F#  B\]
There's an ember ready for the flame
\[F#\]
There's a name

**Pre-Chorus**

\[E  B  F#\]
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
\[G#m  E  B\]
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks each chain

**Chorus 1**

\[G#m  E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus
\[G#m  E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus

**Verse 2**

\[G#m  E\]
There's a joy that triumphs over fear
\[C#m\]
There's a laughter that wipes away all tears
\[F#\]
There's a presence that changes atmospheres
\[G#m\]
There's a name

**Pre-Chorus**

**Bridge**

**Chorus 2**

\[G#m  E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus
\[G#m  E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus

**Instrumental**

\[E /// I B /// I F# /// I /// G#m /// I
[2x]\]

**Repeat Pre-Chorus**

[3x]

**Chorus 3**

\[E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus
\[G#m  E\]
My victory has a name
\[B  F#\]
Victory has a name Jesus
\[G#m  E\]
Joy has a name
\[B  F#\]
Joy has a name Jesus
\[G#m  B/D#\]
Hope has a name Jesus

**Repeat Pre-Chorus**

[2x]

**Chorus 4**

\[E\]
Love has a name
\[B  F#\]
Love has a name Jesus
\[G#m  E\]
Joy has a name
\[B  F#  G#m\]
Joy has a name Jesus
\[2x\]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
Bb • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
Eb /// | Bb /// | F /// | Gm /// |
| Eb /// | Bb /// | F /// | Gm /// |

Verse 1
Gm F Bb
There’s a space in every beating heart
F Cm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Gm F Bb
There’s an answer to every question mark
F
There’s a name
Gm F Bb
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
F Cm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Gm F Bb
There’s an ember ready for the flame
F
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
Eb Bb F
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Gm Eb Bb
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Gm Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Gm F Bb
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
F Cm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Gm F Bb
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
F
There’s a name

Repeat Pre-Chorus
[3x]

Chorus 2
Gm Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Cm Bb F
The name that breaks the earth and shakes the heavens
Gm Bb/D
The name that burns for every heart
Cm Bb F
The Savior of the world Jesus

Chorus 3
Gb Eb
Love has a name
Bb F
Love has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
My victory has a name
Bb F
Victory has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
Joy has a name
Bb F
Joy has a name Jesus
Gm Eb
My hope has a name
Bb F
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| Eb /// | Bb /// | F /// | Gm /// |
| 2x |

Repeat Chorus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
C# • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
F# /// C# /// G# /// A#m ///
F# /// C# /// G# /// A#m ///

Verse 1
A#m G# C#
There’s a space in every beating heart
G# Dm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
A#m G# C#
There’s an answer to every question mark
G#
There’s a name
A#m G# C#
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
G# Dm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
A#m G# C#
There’s an ember ready for the flame
G#
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
F# C# G#
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
A#m F# C#
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
A#m F#
There’s joy that triumphs over fear
Dm
There’s laughter that wipes away all tears
A#m G# C#
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
G#
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
F# C# G#
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
A#m F# C#
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Repeat

Bridge
Dm C# G# A#m
The name that lifted forever
Dm C# G# A#m C#/F
The name that shakes the earth and shakes the heavens

Chorus 2
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
Repeat

Chorus 3
F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
My victory has a name
C# G#
Victory has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Joy has a name
C# G#
Joy has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Joy has a name
C# G#
Joy has a name Jesus

Instrumental
F# /// C# /// G# /// A#m ///
[2x]

Pre-Chorus

Chorus 4
F#
Love has a name
C# G#
Love has a name Jesus
A#m F#
Joy has a name
C# G#
Joy has a name Jesus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
C • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| F /// I C /// I G /// I Am /// |
| F /// I C /// I G /// I /// |

Verse 1
Am G C
There’s a space in every beating heart
G
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Am G C
There’s an answer to every question mark
G
There’s a name
Am G C
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
G
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Am G C
There’s an ember ready for the flame
G
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
F C G
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Am F C G
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Am F
Love has a name
C G
Love has a name Jesus
Am F
Love has a name
C
Love has a name Jesus
Am F
Love has a name
C G
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Am G C
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
G
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Am G C
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
G
There’s a name

Repeat Pre-Chorus

Chorus 2
Am F
Love has a name
C G
Love has a name Jesus
Am F
Joy has a name
C G
Joy has a name Jesus
Am F
Joy has a name
C G
Joy has a name Jesus

Bridge
Dm C G
The name that breaks the chains, the name that shakes the earth
Am C/E
The name that shakes the heavens, the name that changes hearts
Dm C G
The name that lifts us up, the name that changes worlds
Am C G
Jesus

Repeat Pre-Chorus

Chorus 3
F Love has a name
C G
Love has a name Jesus
Am F My victory has a name
C G
Victory has a name Jesus
Am F Joy has a name
C G
Joy has a name Jesus
Am F My hope has a name
C G
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| F /// I C /// I G /// I Am /// |
| 2x |

Repeat Pre-Chorus
| 3x |

Chorus 4
F Love has a name
C G
Love has a name Jesus
Am F Joy has a name
C G / \ / \ Am
Joy has a name Jesus
| 2x |
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson

D# • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
|G# /// | D# /// | A# /// | Cm /// |
|G# /// | D# /// | A# /// | Cm /// |

Verse 1
Cm A# D#
There’s a space in every beating heart
A# Fm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Cm A# D#
There’s an answer to every question mark
A#
There’s a name
Cm A# D#
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
A# Fm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Cm A# D#
There’s an ember ready for the flame
A#
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
G# D# A#
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcome
Cm G# D#
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Cm G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus
Cm G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Cm A# D#
There’s joy with shadows over fear
Fm
There’s laughter that wipes away all tears
Cm A# D#
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
A#
There’s a name

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2
Cm G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus
Cm G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Fm D# A#
The name that lifted forever
Fm A# D# G Cm D#/G
The name that saves the earth and shakes the heavens
Fm D# A#
The hope in every heart
Cm G# D# A#
The Savior of the world Jesus
D# A#

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 3
G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus
Cm G#
My victory has a name
D# A#
Victory has a name Jesus
Cm G#
Joy has a name
D# A#
Joy has a name Jesus

Instrumental
|G# /// | D# /// | A# /// | Cm /// |
| [2x]|

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

[3x]

Chorus 4
G#
Love has a name
D# A#
Love has a name Jesus
Cm G#
Joy has a name
D# A# /// Cm
Joy has a name Jesus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson

D • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
G /// | D /// | A /// | / Bm / |
G /// | D /// | A /// | /// I

Verse 1
Bm A D
There's a space in every beating heart
A Em
There's a longing that reaches past the stars
Bm A D
There's an answer to every question mark
A
There's a name
Bm A D
There's a hope flowing through these veins
A Em
There's a voice that echoes through the pain
Bm A D
There's an ember ready for the flame
A
There's a name

Pre-Chorus
G D A
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Bm G D A
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks each chain

Chorus 1
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Bm A D
There's a joy that triumphs over fear
Em
There's a laughter that wipes away all tears
A D
There's a presence that changes atmospheres
A
There's a name

Pre-Chorus

Chorus 2
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus

Pre-Chorus

Chorus 3
G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus
Bm G
My victory has a name
D A
Victory has a name Jesus
Bm G
Joy has a name
D A
Joy has a name Jesus
Bm G
My hope has a name
D A
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
G /// | D /// | A /// | / Bm / |
[2x]

Pre-Chorus
[3x]

Chorus 4
G
Love has a name
D A
Love has a name Jesus
Bm G
Joy has a name
D A
Joy has a name Jesus
Bm G
Love has a name
D A
Joy has a name Jesus

[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
Db • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| Gb /// | Db /// | Ab /// | Bbm /// |
| Gb /// | Db /// | Ab /// | Bbm /// |

Verse 1
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s a space in every beating heart
Ab         Ebm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s an answer to every question mark
Ab
There’s a name
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
Ab         Ebm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s an ember ready for the flame
Ab
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
Gb
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Bbm       Gb       Db
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Bbm       Gb
Love has a name Jesus
Db         Ab
Love has a name
Bbm       Gb
Love has a name Jesus
Db         Ab
Love has a name

Verse 2
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
Ebm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Bbm       Ab       Db
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Ab
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
Gb
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Bbm       Gb       Db
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 2
Bbm       Gb
Love has a name Jesus
Db         Ab
Love has a name
Bbm       Gb
Love has a name Jesus
Db         Ab
Love has a name

Bridge
Ebm       Db       Ab       Bbm
The name that lifted Jesus forever
Ebm       Ab       Bbm       Db/F
The name that shakes the earth and shakes the heavens
Ebm       Ab       Bbm
The hope for every heart
Bbm       Gb       Db       Ab
The Savior of the world Jesus
Db         Ab
Jesus

Reprise
Gb
Victory has a name Jesus
Bbm       Gb
Joy has a name Jesus

Intrumental
Gb /// | Db /// | Ab /// | Bbm /// |
[2x] | 3x |

Chorus 3
Gb
Love has a name
Db         Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Bbm       Gb
My victory has a name
Db         Ab
Victory has a name Jesus
Bbm       Gb
Joy has a name
Db         Ab
Joy has a name Jesus
Bbm       Gb
My hope has a name
Db       Ab       Bbm
Hope has a name Jesus

Reprise
Gb
My victory has a name
Db         Ab
My hope has a name
Db       Ab       Bbm
Hope has a name Jesus

Chorus 4
Gb
Love has a name
Db         Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Bbm       Gb
Joy has a name
Db         Ab
Joy has a name Jesus
[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
E • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
[A /// | E /// | B /// | C#m /// I]

Verse 1
C#m B E
There's a space in every beating heart
B F#m
There's a longing that reaches past the stars
C#m B E
There's an answer to every question mark
B
There's a name
B E
There's a hope flowing through these veins
B F#m
There's a voice that echoes through the pain
C#m B E
There's an ember ready for the flame
B
There's a name
Pre-Chorus
A E B
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
C#m A E B
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks chains

Chorus 1
C#m A
Love has a name
E B
Love has a name Jesus
C#m A
Joy has a name
E B
Joy has a name Jesus
Verse 2
C#m A
There's a joy that triumphs over fear
B F#m
There's a laughter that wipes away all tears
B
There's a presence that changes atmospheres
B
There's a name

Bridge
F#m E B
The name that gives grace to the earth and shakes the heavens
F#m E B
The hope for the broken heart
F#m E B
The Savior of the world Jesus
E B
Jesus

Pre-CHORUS
[4x]

Chorus 2
C#m A
Love has a name
E B
Love has a name Jesus
C#m A
Joy has a name
E B
Joy has a name Jesus

Instrumental
[A /// | E /// | B /// | C#m /// I]
[2x]

Pre-CHORUS
[3x]

Chorus 3
A
Love has a name
E B
Love has a name Jesus
C#m A
My victory has a name
E B
Victory has a name Jesus
C#m A
Joy has a name
E B
Joy has a name Jesus
My hope has a name
E B C#m
Hope has a name Jesus

Pre-CHORUS
[2x]

Chorus 4
A
Love has a name
E B
Love has a name Jesus
C#m A
Joy has a name
E B
Joy has a name Jesus
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Love Has A Name
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Eb • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| Ab /// | Eb /// | Bb /// | Cm /// |
| Ab /// | Eb /// | Bb /// | Cm /// |

Verse 1
Cm Bb Eb
There’s a space in every beating heart
Bb Fm
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Cm Bb Eb
There’s an answer to every question mark
Bb
There’s a name
Cm Bb Eb
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
Bb Fm
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Cm Bb Eb
There’s an ember ready for the flame
Bb
There’s a name
Pre-Chorus
Ab Eb Bb
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Cm Ab Eb Bb
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Cm Ab Eb
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
Fm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
Cm Bb Eb
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Bb
There’s a name
REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Fm Eb Bb Cm
The name that’s lifted up forever
Fm Bb Cm Eb/G
The name that speaks the earth and shakes the heavens
Fm Bb Cm
The hope that warms every heart
Fm Bb Cm
The Savior of the world Jesus
Eb Bb
Jesus

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 3
Ab
Love has a name
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
My victory has a name
Eb Bb
Victory has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Joy has a name
Eb Bb
Joy has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Joy has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Joy has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| Ab /// | Eb /// | Bb /// | Cm /// |
| 2x |

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS
| 3x |

Chorus 4
Ab
Love has a name
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus
Eb Bb
Love has a name Jesus
Cm Ab
Love has a name Jesus

[Copyright © 2017 Jesus Culture Music (ASCAP) Capitol CMG Genesis (ASCAP) (adm. at CapitolCMGPublishing.com) Richmond Park Publishing (BMI) Ricky Jackson Publishing Designee (BMI) / All rights reserved. Used by permission... CCLI Song No. 7091348]
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F# • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro

| B /// | F# /// | C# /// | D#m /// |
| B /// | F# /// | C# /// |

Verse 1

D#m C# F#
There’s a space in every beating heart

C# G#m
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars

D#m C# F#
There’s an answer to every question mark

C#
There’s a name

D#m C# F#
There’s a hope flowing through these veins

C# G#m
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain

D#m C# F#
There’s an ember ready for the flame

C#
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus

B F# C#
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame

D#m B F#
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1

D#m B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name Jesus

D#m B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name

Verse 2

D#m C# F#
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear

G#m
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears

D#m C# F#
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres

C#
There’s a name

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

Chorus 2

D#m B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name Jesus

D#m B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name Jesus

D#m B
Love has a name

Chorus 3

B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name Jesus

D#m B
My victory has a name

F# C#
Victory has a name Jesus

D#m B
Joy has a name

F# C#
Joy has a name Jesus

D#m B
Joy has a name

F# C#
Joy has a name Jesus

Instrumental

[| B /// | F# /// | C# /// | D#m /// |
[| 2x]

REPEAT PRE-CHORUS

[3x]

Chorus 4

B
Love has a name

F# C#
Love has a name Jesus

D#m B
Joy has a name

F# C#
Joy has a name Jesus

D#m B
Joy has a name

F# C#/ D#m
Joy has a name Jesus

[2x]
Love Has A Name
Kim Walker-Smith, Ran Jackson, Ricky Jackson
F • 84 bpm • 4/4

Intro
| Bb || F || C || Dm ||
| Bb || F || C || Dm ||

Verse 1
Dm C F
There’s a space in every beating heart
C
There’s a longing that reaches past the stars
Dm C F
There’s an answer to every question mark
C
There’s a name
Dm C F
There’s a hope flowing through these veins
C
There’s a voice that echoes through the pain
Dm C F
There’s an ember ready for the flame
C
There’s a name

Pre-Chorus
Bb F C
We will fix our eyes on the One who overcame
Dm Bb F C
We will stand in awe of the One who breaks the chains

Chorus 1
Dm Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus

Verse 2
Dm C F
There’s a joy that triumphs over fear
Gm
There’s a laughter that wipes away all tears
C
There’s a presence that changes atmospheres
Dm C F
There’s a name

Repeat Pre-Chorus

Chorus 2
Dm Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus

Bridge
Gm F C
The name that’s lifted up forever
Dm F/A
The name that shakes the earth and shakes the heavens
Gm C
The name that breaks the darkness
Dm Bb F C
The name that’s written on the world Jesus
Bb F
Jesus

Repeat Pre-Chorus

Chorus 3
Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
My victory has a name
F C
Victory has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Joy has a name
F C
Joy has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Joy has a name
F C
Joy has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
My hope has a name
F C
Hope has a name Jesus

Instrumental
| Bb || F || C || Dm ||
[2x]

Repeat Pre-Chorus
[3x]

Chorus 4
Bb
Love has a name
F C
Love has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Joy has a name
F C
Joy has a name Jesus
Dm Bb
Joy has a name
F C
Joy has a name Jesus

[2x]